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RECOMMENDATION FOR A COUNCIL REGULATION 
CONCERNING THE CONCLUSION OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY AND THE 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA ON TRADE IN TEXTILE PRODUCTS 
(presented by the Commission to the Council> 







1. By Decision of 19 October 1977, the Council authorized the Commission to 
open negotiations with Bulgaria with a view to the conclusion of an 
agreement on trade in textile products. 
2. In accordance with the Council Decision, and in consultation with the 
Article 113 Commit t ee, the Commission conducted negotiations with Bulgaria 
from October to 9 Apr i l 1979. 
Following the negotiations, a draft Agreement was drawn up. 
The draft Agreement: 
i) covers all MFA products of wool, cotton and man-made fibres originating 
in Bulgaria; 
ii) calls for voluntary restraint, at agreed Levels, on exports to the 
Community of certain categories of products covered by the Agreement; 
iii) provides for a consultation procedure whereby voluntary restraint , 
measures may be introduced for categories of products not initially 
subject to Limita t ion, where certain thresholds are exceeded; 
iv) establishes a double checking system for categories of products 
subject to Limitation, and an origin control system for all 
categories covered by the Agreement; 
v) includes a flexib i lity clause allowing the transfer of a certain 
percentage of the quotas from category to category, or from one 
year to another; 
vi) contains a price clause enabling the Community to suspend imports 
in certain situations; 
vii) in exchange for Limitation, contains an undertaking by the Community 
not to introduce further quantitative restrictions under Article XIX 
of the GATT or Article 3 of the MF~, or to measures having an effect 
equivalent to quantitative restrictions. 
The Heads of the Delegations initialled the text of the draft Agreement 
on 9 April 1979, having noted that it correctly represented the results 
of the negotiations. 
In order to ensure that the successful implementation of the Agreement 
should not be put at risk and to prevent a flood of exports preceding 
its entry into force, the Community, following the conclusion of the 
negotiations, proposed to the third countries that until such time as 
the Agreement entered into force bot~ parties sho~ld apply its provisions 
on an autonomous basis as from 1 January 1979. The provisions of the agreement 
were put into effect for 1979 by Commission Regulation (EEC) N° 1829/79 of 
3 August 1979(1) amending annexes of Regulation 3059/7~ of 21 December 1979(2) 
on common rules for imports of certain textile products originating in third 
countries, making the importation into the Community of textile products 
' 
originating in the People's Republic of Bulgaria subject to authorisation 
and quantitative limitation. 
The Commission considers that the draft Agreement embodies an arrangement 
which is acceptable to the Community. It therefore recommends that the 
Council: 
(i) approve the Agreement by adopting the Regulation, the draft of which 
is annexed hereto; 
(ii) pending approval of the Agreement, take the necessary decisions in 
connection with the signing hereof. 
(1) OJ N° L 212 of 20 August 1979 






Recommendation for a Council Regulation concerning the conclusion of 
the Agreement betweeen the European Economic Community and the People's 
Republic of Bulgaria on trade in textile products. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard ~o the Recommendation from the ' Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement on trade in textile products negotiated between 
the European Economic Community and the People's Republic of Bulgaria 
shpuld be approved 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The Agreement between the European Economic Community and the People's 
Republic of Bu lgaria on trade in textile products is hereby , approved on 
behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Agreement is annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notification provided for 
in Article 19 of the Agreement( 1). 
(1) The date of entry into force of the Agreement will be published in the 
Official Journal of the European Communities • 
Article 3 
j This Regulation shall enter into force on the third da,y following that 
of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Commun ities . 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly appl icable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 






AGREmENT BErWEEN THE l!IJROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE PIDPLE' S REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA ON TRADE IN 
TElCTI LE PROIUCTS 
Agreement initialled in Brussels 
on 9 April 1979 
AGREEMENT 
Bm'WEEN THE ElJROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY AND THE PIDPLE' S 
RmJBLIC OF :WWARIA ON TRADE IN TElCTILE PROOO'CTS 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EIJROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part , and 
THE GOVERNMEN'r OF THE PIDPLE' S REPUBLIC OF BJWARIA 
of the other part, 
DESIRING to promote, with. a view to continuous cooperation and in 
conditions providing every security for trade, the orderly and equitable 
development of trade in textile products between the EUropean Economic 
Community (hereinafter referred to as the "Community") and the People's 
Republic of Bulgaria (hereina:fter referred to as "Bulgaria"), 
RESOLVED to take the fullest possible account of the serious economic 
and social problems at present affecting the textile industr,y in both 
importing and exporting countries, and in particular to eliminate the 
real dangers of distortion of the -Community market and disturbance of 
the textile trade of Bulgaria, 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude this Agreement and to this end have designated 
as their Plenipotentiaries: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EIJROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PROPLE' S REPUBLIC OF BUWARIA 







Section I: Trade Arrangements 
Article 1 
1. This Agreement shall apply to trade in textile products of cotton, 
wool, fine animal hair or man-made fibres originating in Bulgaria 
which are listed in Annex I. 
2. The description and identification of the products covered by this 
Agreement are based on the nomenclature of the Common Customs Tariff 
and on the Nomenclature of Goods for the EXternal Trade Statistics of 
the Community and the Statistics of Trade between Member States (NIMEXE). 
3. The origin of the products covered by this Agreement shall be 
determined in accordance with the rules in force in the Community • 
The procedures for control of the origin of the products referred to 




1. Bulgaria agrees to establish and maintain for each calendar year 
quantitative limits on its exports to the Community in accordance with 
the table in Annex II to this Agreement. 
2. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, the Community 
undertakes, in respect of the products covered by this Agreement, to 
suspend the application of quantitative restrictions on imports 
currently in foroe,and not to introduc• new quantitative restrictions. 
3. Measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions on 
the importation into the Community of the products covered by this 






1. Exports of cottage i ndustry fabrics woven on hand- or 
foot-operated looms, garments or other articles obtained manually from 
such fabrics . and traditional folklore handicraft products shall not be 
subject to quantitative limits, provided that these products meet the 
conditions laid down in Protocol B. 
2. Import's into the Community of textile products covered by this 
Agreement shall not be subject 1Q 'tim quantitative limits established in 
Annex II, provided that they are declared to be for re-export outside 
the Community in the same state or after processing, under the 
administrative system of control set up for this purpose within the 
Community. 
However, the release for home use of products imported under the 
conditions referred to above shall be subject to the production of an 
export licence issued by the Bulgarian authorities, and to proof of 
origin in accordance with the provisions of Protocol A. 
3. Where the authorities in the Community ascertain that imports of 
textile products have been set off against a quantitative limit 
established under this Agreement, but that the products have subsequently 
been re-exported outside the Community in the same state or after 
processi~, the authorities concerned shall inform the Bulgarian 
authorities within four weeks of the quantities involved and authorize 
imports of identical quantities of the same products, which shall · not 
be set off ~inst the quantitative limit in question. 
4. Re-imports into the Community of textile products listed in Annex I 
which have been temporarily exported by the Community and subsequently 
processed in Bulgaria shall not be subject to the quantitative limits 
established in -Annex II of this Agreement, provided they are declared 
as such under the non-discriminatory systems of administrative control 




1. Advance use of a portion of the quantitative limit established for 
the following Agreement year is authorized for each category of products 
up to 5% of the quantitative limit for the current Agreement year. 
Amounts delivered in advance shall be deducted from the corresponding 
quantitative limits established for the following Agreement year. 
2. Carryover ~o the corresponding quantitative limit for the following 
Agreement year of amounts not used during any Agreement year is authorized 
up to 5% of the quantitative limit for the current Agreement year. 
3. Transfers in respect of categories in Group I shall ·not be made 
except as follows: 
- transfers between Categories 2 and 3 may be effected up to 3.5% of the 
quantitative limit for the category to which the transfer is made; 
- transfers between Categories 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 I11B3" be made up to 3.5% 
of the quantitative limit for the category to which the transfer is made. 
Transfers into any category in Group II, III, IV or V may be made from 
any category or categories in Group I, II, III, IV or V up to 5% of the 
quantitative limit for the category to which the transfer is made. 
4. '!be table of equivalence applicable tO' the transfers referred to 
above is given in Annex I to this Agreement. 
5. '!be increase in any category of products resulting from the 
cumulative application of the provisionS in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 above 






- 11% for categories of products in Group I 
- 12.5% for categories of products in Group II, III, IV or V. 
6. The . Bulgarian authorities shall give the Community advance 




1. Should a textile product covered by this Agreement be imported 
into the Community from Bulgaria at prices which are lower than the 
range of prices charged under normal conditions of competition, and 
I 
for this reason cause or threaten to cause serious injury to Community 
producers of the same product, a like product, or a directly competing 
product, the Community m~ request consultations with Bulgaria, and in 
that event the following specific provisions shall be applicable. 
2. Consultations shall be held at the request of the C~mmunity in order 
to ascertain whether the situation described in paragraph 1 exists. 
If agreement is reached as to the existence of such a situation, 
Bulgaria shall take the necessary steps to remedy it. 
3. If the consultations referred to in paragraph 2 fail to produce an 
agreement within thirty d~s of the Community's request, and should 
consignments of the product in question continue to be sent at prices 
which are lower than the range of prices charged under normal conditions 
of competition, and for this reason cause or threaten to cause serious 
injur.y to the Community producers referred to in paragraph 1, the 
Community, while continuing consultations with a view to reaching a 
mutually acceptable solution, ~ refuse to import the said consignments. 
Such action m~ be continued only for ae long as is strictly necessary 
to prevent or remedy the situation. 
4. In critical circumstances, where imports of specific textile products 
at prices below the range of prices charged under normal conditions of 
competition could cause damage which would be difficult to repair, the 
Community~ temporarily refuse to import the said products pending 
agreement on a solution in the course of consultations. Such 
consultations shall be opened without del~, and in any case ~· ithin 
five ~s of a request by the Community, with a view to reaching a 
mutually acceptable solution. The Parties shall do their utmost to 





5· For the purpose of applying the provisions of this Article, 
in order to determine whether the price of a textile product is 
·~elow the range of prices charged under normal conditions of 
competition", it may be compared to: 
- the prices of like products at a comparable marketing stage on the 
market of the importing country, and 
the prices generally charged for such products sold in the ordinary 
course of trade by other exporting countries on the market of the 
importing country, and 
the lowest prices charged for such products sold in the ordinary 
course of trade by any other exporting country in the three months 
preceding the request for consultations, not having led to the 
41 adoption of any measure by the Community. 
• 
6. Bulgaria may request consultations at any time with a view to 
examining such difficulties as may arise from the application of the 
provisions of this Article • 
- 9-
Section II: Administration of the Agreement 
Article 6 
1. Exports of textile products covered by this Agreement which 
are subject to quantitative limits shall be subject to a 
double-checking system, the details of which are specified in 
Protocol .A. 
2. '!he authorities in the X.mber States are required to issue 
import authorizations or documents automatically within five 
working ~B of the submission of a request by an importer in 
aocordanoe with Protocol A. 








1. Exports of textile products not listed in Annex II to this Agreement 
m~ be made subject to quantitative limits on the conditions laid down 
in the following paragraphs. 
2. Where the Community finds, under the system of administrative control 
set up, that the level of imports of products in a given category not 
listed in Annex II or iginating in Bulgaria exceeds, in relation to the 
' preceding year ' s total imports into the Community of products in that 
category, the following rates: 
for categories of products in Group I, 0.2%, 
for categories of products in Group II, 1.2%, 
for categories of products in Group III, IV or V, 4% 
it~ request the opening of consultations in accordance with the 
procedure described in Article l4 of this Agreement, with a view to 
reaching agreement on an appropriate restraint level for the products 
in such category. 
3. Pending a mutually satisfactory solution, Bulgaria undertakes, from 
the date of notification of the request for consultations, to suspend 
or limit at the level indicated. by the Community exports of the category 
of products in question to the Community or to the region or regions of 
the Community market specified by the Community. 
The Community shall authorize the importation of products of the said 
category shipped from Bulgaria before the date on which the request 
for consultations was submitted. 
4. Should the Parties be unable in the course of consultations to reach 
a satisfactory solution within the period specified in Article l4 of the 
Agreement, t he Community shall have the right to introduce a quantitative 
limit at an annual level not lower than that reached by imports of the 
category in question and referred to in the notification of the request 
for consultations • 
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The annual level so fixed shall be revised upwards after consultations 
in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 14, with a 
view to fulfilling the conditions set out in paragraph 2, shou~d the 
trend of total imports into the Community of the product in que~tion 
make this necessary. 
5· The limits introduced under paragraph 2 or paragraph 4 m~ in no 
case be lower than the 1976 level of Community imports of products in 
that categor,y originating in Bulgaria~ 
6. ~ accordanqe with the procedures set out in paragraphs 2 and 4, a 
quantitative limit 1118\Y be fixed on a regional basis where imports of a 
given product into any region of the Community exceed, in relation to 








United Kingdom 23.5~ 
1· The annual growth rate for the quantitative limits introduced under 
this Article shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of 
Protocol c. 
a. The provisions of this Article shall not apply where the percentages 
specified in paragraph 2 have been reached as a result of fall in total 
imports into the Community, and not as a result of an increase in exports 
of products originating in Bulgaria. 
9. In the event of the provisions of paragraph 2 or paragraph 4 being 
applied, Bulgaria undertakes to issue export licences for products covered 
by contracts concluded before the introduction of the quantit&tive limit, 








10. For the purpose of applying the provisions of paragraph 2, 
the Community undertakes to provide the Bulgarian authorities, before 
31 Xa.rch of each year\ with the preceding year's statistics on 
imports of all texti l e prodnots covered b.1 this Agreement, broken 
down by supplying oountr,y and Communi ty Kember States. 
11. The provisions of this Agreement which concern exports of products 
subject to the quantitative limits established in Annex II shall also 
apply to products for which quantitative limits are introduced under 
this Article • 
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Article 8 
1. Illlgaria undertakes to supply the Community with precise 
statistical information on all export licences issued by the 
EUlcarian aRthorities for all categories of textile products exported 
to the Ca.munity. 
2. '!he COIIIIIlUl'li t;r shall likewise transmit to the &lgarian authorities 
precise statistical information on import authorizations or documents 
is.U.d b.1 the Community authorities, and import 'statistics for 
prodncts covered by the system of administrative control referred to 
in Article 7(2). 
3. The imformation referred to above shall, for all categories of 
pro4uots, be transmitted before the end of the second month following 
the quarter to which the statistics relate. 
4. Should it be found on analysis of the information exchanged that 
there are s~gnitioant discrepancies between the returns for exports 
and those for imports, consultations mq be initiated in accordance 








No decision relating to the classification of goods or amendment to 
the Common Customs Tariff or BIMEXE, made in accordance with the 
procedures in foroe in the Community, concerning categories of 
products covered b,y this Agreement, shall have the effect of reducing 
any ~titative limit established in Annex II • 
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Article 10 
&lgaria shall endeavour to ensure that experts of textile products 
coverei b.7 this Agreement are spaced out as evenly as possible over 
the year, 4ue account being taken of seasonal factors. 
However, in the event of denunciation of this ~ement as provided 
for in Article 19(3), the quantitative limits established in Annex II 











Should there be an excessive concentration of imports on any product 
belonging to a categor.y subject to quantitative limits under this 
Agreement, the Community~ request consultations in accordance 
with the procedure specified in Article 14 with a view to remedying 




1. Portions of' the quantitative liai ts establiahed. in Annex II not 
U.ed in a X•ber State of' the C...ani ty .mq be allocated to another 
K•ber state in accortlance vi th the procedures in f'oroe in the 
Co•uni ty. The Coamuni ty undertakes to reply within four weeks to 
aQY requeat made by Bulgaria f'or •~ch reallocation. It is understood 
that azq reallooation ,so etteoted shall not be nbj ect to the ·· limits 
fixed under the flexibility proYiaion set out in Article 4 of' this 
Agreement. 
2. Should it appear in azq given region of' the COIDBIUrlity that 
ad.di tional suppliea are required, the eo..uni ty mq, where meuures 
taken J'QN1L8Zlt to paragraph 1 abon are inadequate to cover those 
requirements, authorize the importation of' amounts greater than those 








1. Bulgaria aD4 the Community lUldertalce to refrain from discrimination 
in the allocation of' export lioences and import authorizations or 
doouaenta reapeotively. 
2. In iapl•e·Ung this Agreeaent, the Contracting Parties shall 
take care to aaint&in the tradi tiona! coiiJBercial practices and trade 
flow between the C01111uni t;;r and Bulgaria. 
3. Shollld. either Party f'ind that the application of this Agreement 
is diatvbing existing co-ercial relations between importers in the 
Couuni ty and n.ppliers in B1ll.garia, consulatations ahall be started 
proaptq, in accordance with the procedure specified in Article 14 
of thia Aczoeuent, with a new to rea~ng this ai tuation • 
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Article 14 
The apeoial connl.tation procedures referred to in this Agreement 
shall be govemecl b7 the folloviJ18 rule a: 
- ~ request for consultations llhall be notified in writing to 
the other Pari7; 
- where appropriate, the recr•eat for consultations shall be 
followed vi thin a reasonable period ( 8Zld in ~ oaae not 
later than fitteen da.ys follovi!l8 the notification) by a 
report aettinc out the oi!'0\1IIriances which, in the opinion 
of the requesting Party, juriif7 the submission of suoh a 
request; 
- the Parties shall enter into consultations within one month 
at the latest of notification of the request, with a view 
to reaching agreement or a autually acceptable conclusion 
within •ne month at the latest; 
- the period of one month referred to above for the purpose 
of reaohing agreement or a .utually acceptable oonolusion 








If necessar,r, at the request of either of the Parties, consultations 
shall be held on arJ:3 problems arising from the application of' this 
Agreement. Any oonsul tations held under this Article allall take 
place in a apiri t of cooperation and with a desire to reconcile the 




Section III: Transitional and Final Pro?isions 
' ' 
Article 16 
1. The proviaions of this Agreement shall not apply to imports of 
products ~bject to quantitative limits under the import arrangements 
in toroe ill the Counmi ty in 1978, provided the import authorizations 
or cloouaeata were isaued by the authorities ,in the C01111uni ty before 
1 J&rl'GJI.r7 1979· 
2. Produots originating in Bulgaria which beooae aubject to 
qu&Dtitative limits from 1 JSRuary 1979 only, in pursuance of this 
A&reement, 11a.7 be imported into the Coaauni t;r until 1 .A.U8WJt 1979, 








B.y w~ of derogation from Articles 2 and 9 of Protocol A, the 
Community undertakes to issue illport authorizations or documents 
without the production of an export licence or certificate of 
origin in the tom prescribed in the said Article 9 for products 
originating in Julgaria subject to quantitative limits under this 
Agreement, proyided such products are shipped in the period from 
1 Januar,y to 1 A~ 1979 and do not exoeed ~ of the 
quantitative lillits applicable to the products. 'Ibis period m~ 
be extended by &gre81lent reached between the Parties in accordance 
with the consultation procedure laid down _in Article 14 of this 
Agreement. 
The Oo11U1111Di ty shall supply the Bulgarian authorities, without delS¥, 
with precise statistical information on import authorizations or 
documents issued under this Article; the said authorities shall set 
the corresponding amounts off against the quantitative limits 
established in Annex II for the products in question for 1979. 
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.!.rtiole 18 
Thi• AgreeMl'lt llhal.l apply to the terri torie• within which the Treaty 
••tablillhing the ~pean WcoDOIIio Coaauni ty is applied and under the 
ooncli tiona laid iom in that 'l'reaty on the one halld., and to the 







1. This .Agreement sha.ll enter into force on the first d8\f of' the 
month following the date on which the Contracting Parties notify 
each other of' the ooapletion of' the procedures necessary for this 
purpose. It shall b~ applicable until 31 December 1982. 
2. This jgre•ent aha.ll apply with effect :troa 1 January 1979. 
3. Either Pa.rt7 ·~ at azq Uae propose aoditicaticna to this 
Agreement or denounoe it provided that at leut ninety dqa' notice 
is given. In the latter event the .lgreeaent shall oome to an end 
on the expir,r of' the period of' notice. 
4. The .&&exea and Protoocla to this Agre•ent and the exohanges 




Thi• Asreement shall be drawn up in two copies in the Danish, Dutch, 
Encli•h, Jlrench, German, Italian ~ Blllgarian l~s, each of those 







Title Ia Qeantitative limits 
Section I 1 Exportation 
Article 1 
The coapetent aathorities of ~lgaria •hall issue an export licence in 
respect of each cou.ignment of textile products referred to in Annex II, 
up to the quantitative limits fixed for those products in the said 
Annex II or u aodified by virtw.e of J.rtioles 4 BDi 12 of the Agreement • 
Article 2 
The export licence shall conform to the model annexed to this Protocol. 
It muat oertit.y, inter alia, that the quantity of the product in 
que•tion haa been set off against the QUantitative limit prescribed for 
the category of the product in question. 
J.rtiole 3 
The c011pe18nt CCIIIIIUJ1ity authoriti .. must be notified forthwith of the 
withdrawal or alteration of ~ expert lioence alre~ i•sued • 
- 2- Protocol A 
Article 4 
BZpor~• •hall be •et off againa~ the quantitative limits established 
for ~he yee:r in which shipnent of the toods has been effected, even if 
the export licence ia issued after such ahipaent. 
Seo~ion III Impor~a~ion 
Jr"Ucle 5 
lmpertat~on into the Community of ~extile products subject to quantitative 
limite shall be eubjeet to ~he preaentation of an import authorization 
or d.ecuaent. 
Jr"Uole 6 
The compe~en~ C~uni~y au~hori~ies shall issue the impor~ authorizations 
or doouaeDt• au~amatioally wi~hin five working d~a of the presentation 
of a re~e•~ •upported b,r ~he correspoDdin« export licence • 
.Article 1 
Where the qu.nti ~Y of goods ac~ually imported ~to the Community is lower 
thaD ~hat iDdioa~ed on the relevant export licence aDd import authorization 
or deouae~, the caapetent C.....tty au~horitie• •hall admit the imports 
in ques~ion. The said authorities under.take to reoti:f'y the entry in 
their aoo~ts for tae quaa~ita~ive limit OQDCerned immedia~ely upon being 
















If the ooapetent C~ty &Rthorities consider that the total 
quanti tiea covered by export liceJJCea iasued by fulgaria for a 
particular oatepry in aey Agreement year exceeds the quantitative 
lilli t eatablished f or th&t oatepry in Annex II or as modified by 
virtue of Article• 4 and 12 of the Agreement, the said authorities 
mq aupeal the iaaue of import authoriu.tiona or documents. In 
this nellt, the c011petent C~ty authorities shall immedia-tely 
inform tAe BRl,arian authoritiea and the special consultation 
preoectve set nt in Article 14 of the Agreement ahall be initiated 
forthwith. 
Title II a Origin 
.Article 9 • 
1. Products originating in BRlgaria mq be imported into the Community 
in aocor4aDOe with the arranceaenta eatabliaaed by this Agreement on 
production of a certificate of origin oonf«r.aing to the specimen annexed 
to thia Protocol. 
2. The cert ificate of origin shall be issued by the competent govermnental 
autlaoritioa of BRlgaria if the products in question oan be considered 
prod.uota originating in that country within the meaning of the relevant 
rv.loa in force in the Comnmi t;r. 
3. Hove~, the products in Graup III, IV or V ~ be imported into the 
COIID1mi t;r in accordance with the arr&DPments established by this 
Agroeae.t on production of a declaration by the oxporter tn the invoice 
or other camnercial document to the effect that the products in question 
oricinate in fulp.ria within the aeani.na of the relevant rules in force 




The discovery of alight di•orepaaciea between the statements made in the 
certificate of origin and tho•• made in the documents produced to the 
ouatoma office for the purpo•e of carr.7ing out the formalities for 
importing the prod.uot shall not ipo faotc cut doubt upon the statements 
in the certificate. 
.Article 11 
1. S•baeqaent verification of certificate• of origin •hall be carried 
out at r&DI .. , or whenever ' the coapetent ComEanity authcritie• have 
reuonable 4oubt u to the aatheniici ty of the certificate or as to the 
aoovao;r of the infor~~&tion reprding the true origin of the products in 
que•·Uon. 
In •uch o .. •• the oaapetent aathoritie• in the Oa.munity shall retunn 
the certificate of oricin or a oo~ thereof to the competent governmental 
authority in lUlgaria, giving, where appropriate, the ,l'ea&olliJ of form 
or sab•tance for an enqutr.T• If the invoioe baa been submitted, such 
invoice or a co~ thereof shall be attached to the certificate or its 
cop;r. The aathoritie• shall also forlfiiJ'd &IV' informa.tion th&t has been 
obtained BUCI8Bting that the particulars· given on the said certificate 
are iD&oovate. 
2. !he provisions of paragraph 1 above &hall be applicable to subsequent 
veritioatio .. of the declarationa of origin referred to in Article 9(3) 
of t~i• Protocol. 
3. 'l'he reral:t• of the sub•equnt ,erificationa carri.ed out in Bbcord.anoe 
with parq:raphs 1 aDd 2 abon •hall be cOIIIJIUJ1icated to the ccapetent 
authclri tiM of the CCIIIIIlUlli t;r within three aontha at the late•t. 
Should noll verifications reveal 117steaatic ~gulari ties in the use of 
decLaration& of origin, the C~ty ._, subject imports of the products 











4• lor the purpose of subsequent Terification of certificates of origin, 
copies of the oertificates aa well as &qy export documents referring to 
thea shall be kept for at least two years by the competent govermnental 
authority in !Ul,.Zia. 
5· Randoa reoourse to the procedure specified in this Article must not 
oonati tute an obataole to the releaae ior home use of the products in 
question • 
'fi tle III 1 Pors and production of export 
licences and certificates of 
origin, aDd c011111on provisions 
Artiole 12 
The specimen doc1m1ent an:nexed to this Protocol consists of two detachable 
parts. The first part constitutes the export licence, and the second, the 
certificate of origin. 
Thi8 doouent mq also compriBe addi Uonal copies du~ indicated as such. 
It shall be made out in Ezlclish -or . French. If it is completed by hand, 
entries .ust be in ink and in printsoript. 
The docuaent shall measure 210 x 297 mm. !he paper used must be white 
sized writing paper not containing mechanical pulp and weighing not less 
than 25 c/m2• Each part shall have a printed guilloche-pattern background 
makiDc ~ falsification ~ mechanical or chemical means apparent to the 
eye. • 
• 
Each dooUJilent shall bear a serial number, whether or not printed, by which 
it oan be identified • 
-6-
Article 13 
'!'he export licenoe and the certificate of origin mq be issued after 
the 8hipment of the produota to which they relate. In such cases they 
mu.t bear the eD4oraement ~d,li~ a posteriori" or "issued retrospective~"· 
Article 14 
In the event of theft, loss or destruction of an export licence or a 
certificate of origin, the exporter m~ app~ to the competent 
governmental authority which issued the document for a duplicate to be 
made out on the basis of the export documents in his possession. The 
duplicate licence or certificate issued in this w~ must bear the 
endoraeaent "duplicata". 
The duplicate mu•t bear the date of the original licence or certi£icate. 
Article 15 
The competent governmental authorities in Bu.lgaria shall satisfy 
theaaelvea that the quantity of goods exported is not great.er than that 
given in the export licence and certificate of origin, and that the 
goods correspond to the other particulars entered on the eXport licence 
and certificate of origin. 
• Article 16 
Bu.lgaria aball aend the Commiaaion of the European Communities the names 
and addreaaes of' the governmental ·authoritiea competent to issue licences 
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t /j w~ 
!! 
·- .. ------·· --·------------
I f.Jportor (~3mo, lull addrou, couniiJ) 
Exporlalcur (nom. odrc:so complete, pays) 
5 Con110nco (nama, full eddton, country) 
Oesllnatalra (nom, tdrom compiOie, Ptral 
"n Ill I ~I fll 
3 011nta year 
Anna. cnntin~entaire 
2 flo 
4 Category number 
Num~ro de cat~gorie 
filt(lon! t(GWCE 
(ior.t!!3 prc:1uc!:;) 
LICH!rlCE D' t:ltP~On T ~ Tl Orl 
(Pro~ult3 to::tllo3) • I 
II ..,...,.,._.....,...,._-="' __ .....,-;-:~-~=-=·=X ..·.--....---·-, .  , 4 . i A I .z .c :W: -
1 Country of dcs:,nahor. - - ··-- ·~ 6 Country ol origin Pays d'orioina '' Pays do destination 
~----~~~-------~====~~·~---------8 rim and dato of &hlpm?nt • Mem of transport D Supplementary details 
Liou at date d'cmbamJclllcnt ·Moyen do transport Oonn~os suppiOmentaires 
' ~--------------------------------~~~--'--------------------~:1~10~u:an:lil~y~(t~)--T7ot2~F~O;O~V•;,It!:~~~~~. -~ 10 Marks and numbers - Number and kind or pactaaes - DESCRIPliON OF GOOOS 
Ouantit6 ( •I \'2leur TC'r. ' ~i Marques et num~ros - Hombre et nature d~s eolia - DESIGNATION DES MARCHANOISES 






13 CERTIFICATION BY THE COMPETENT AUTHORITY- VISA DE l'AUTORITE COP.4PETENTE I 
I. the undersigned, certify that the goods described above have been cbaroc~ aoarnst the quantitative limit established lor the year shown in box No 3 in respect ri the I 
category shown tn box No 4 by lhe p:ovi~ions reoulnung trade in tcxtilo products with the European Economic Community. 
Ja soussign6 tortilit que les marchJndises d6sign6os ci-dessus ont 616 im~ut~os sur 1, nmita quantitative fix6e pour rannAe indiquee dans Ia case No 3 pour Ia cal~por~e I 
d6stgn~e dans Ia case No 4 dans Ia cadre lfss di~~ositlons r6gissantlos tchan~as de prodtrits textiles avec Ia Communaut6 Economlque Europhnne. 
14 Competent authonty (name, lun tddtrss, countty) 
Autontt comp~lonlt (110111. tdllaH tMpltlt, Plf1) 
- ··- ·-· ·- - ·-·· ---------- -- ··-·-···-· ... . 
At~ A. _ __ .---·-- ·----· on - to ····· ·- · ········ ···· · ···- -· ·· · ·· ··-·· ~· 











1 Exporter (neme, lull address, country) 
Exportateur (nom. adressa complete, pays) 
5 Consignee (name, full address, country) 
Destinateira (nom, adresse complMe, peys) 
B Place and date of shipment - Means of transport 
lieu et date d'embarquement - Moyen de transport 
10 Marks and numbers - Number and kind of packages - DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 
0Rf61NAL 2 No 
3 Quota year 
Annee contingentaire 
6 Country of origin 
Pays d'origine 
4 Category number 
Numero de categorie 




7 Country of destination 
Pays de destination 
9 Supplementary details 
Donnees supplementaires 
Marques et numeros - Nombre et nature des colis - DESIGNATION DES MARCHANDISES 
11 Quantity(!) 
Quantile ( 1) 
12 FOB Value (2) 
Valeur FOB (2) 
.§ ~ 
~ 8 ~--------------------------------------------------------~--------------L-----------~----------~ 










13 CERTIFICATION BY THE COMPETENT AUTHORITY -VISA DE L'AIJTORITE COMflETENTE 
I, the undersigned, certify that the goods described a ove originated ir, the co"n!ry shown in box No 6, in accordance with t~e provisions in force 10 the European Econom1c 
Community. 
Je soussigne certifie que les rnarchandis9s de~ignees c1-!lessus soot originaires du pays figurant dans Ia case No 6, con1ormement aux dlspos1t10ns en v1gueur dans Ia 
Communaute Economique Europeenne . 
\ ..... 
:;it; 
~ ~ 1------------,1 . 
.;;; 8 14 Competent authority (name, fuH edaress, country) 
~ ~ Autorite competente (nom, adresse compiMe. ~ays; At _ A ............... . .......... ... .. .................. ........ ..... . ........ , on _ le .. . 
-- .. 
== ~= 








. (3ignature) (Stamp - Cachet) • - ~~--------------~---------------~~--- -~~------------~~--~----~ Motttl -y WILHILM dttUI VIII.AII, 4850 Mlo .. o \.. '•atloch 1130, ! oiict<•okopl 2 1 - idorol !opv-llc of &oo·-y 




The ue~pUon provided. for in Article 3( 1) of the Agreement in respect 
of oott~ induatr,y products shall app~ only to the following 
produotaa 
(a) textile fabrics woven on looms operated sole~ b.1 hand or foot, 
being fabrics of a kim traditional~ made in the cottage industry 
of ~lgariaJ 
' 
.(b) garments or other textile a:-ticles of a kind traditional~ made in 
the cottage imustr,y of Blllgaria, obtained manual~ from the 
fabrioa described abo.e aDd aewn sole~ b.y hand without the aid of 
~ aaohineJ 
(o) traditional folklore handicraft textile product• of Bu.lgaria as 
defined in a list of such products to be agreed between the two 
partiea • 
Exemption ehall app~ only in respect of products covered by a certificate 
issued b.y the competent Bu.lgarian authorities, conforming to the specimen 
annexed to this Protocol. Such certificate• shall indicate the grounds 
on which exemption is based aDd. shall be accepted by the competent 
COIIIID11ni ty authori tiea providecl that they are satisfied that the products 
concerned conform to the corld.itions set out in this Protocol. Should 
imports of a.rq of , the above products reach such proportions as to cause 
difficulties to the Communit7, the two Partie• shall open consultations 
forthwith in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14 of 
' 
the . .Agreement with a view to finding a quantitative solution to the 
problem • 
Protocol C 
The annual growth rate for the quantitative limits introduced under 
Article 7 of the Agreement shall be determined as followa: 
(a) for procl:aotB in Oroup I a 
- the rate shall be fixed at 0.5~ per yea:r for a product in 
Ca,epry 1 or 2; 
- the rate •hall be fiDel. at 4~ per year for a product in 
Category 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8J 
(b) for products in categorie• falling within Qroup II, III, IV 
or v, the growth rate •hall be· fixed b,y agreement between the 
Partie• in aocordanoe with the consul tat ion procedure established 
in .Article 14 of the A&z'eeaent. Such growth rate mq in no case 
be lower than the highest rate applied to corresponding products 
UDder bilateral agreement• concluded under the Geneva Arrangement 
on traie in textile prolucte between the Community and other third 









concerning Article 1(3) of the A&reeaent 
The Community declares that, in accordance with the Community rules 
on origin referred to in Article 1(3) of the A&reement, ~ amendments 
to the eaid rulea will remain baaed upon criteria not requiring, in 
order to confer originating statu, more e:den~~ive operations thall 
thoae which constitute a single complete procesa • 
Done at Braaaels, 
P'or 1ihe Bar ope an Eoonomic Community 
DiCLARATION 
Concerning Article 6 of Protocol A 
The representatives of the ~uropean Economic Community hereby inform 
the Government of the People's Republic of Bulgaria that neither a 
lack of full information nor the giving of approximate information 
' 
in box 8 of the export licence, nor the absence of details regarding 
the marks and nuabers or the number and kind of packages in box 10, 
may constitute valid grounds for a refusal on the part of the 
Community authorities to issue an import authorization or document. 






EXCHANGE OF LE~RS 
Having regard to Protocol A concerning the procedure for the issue of 
export licences, the Parties have agreed that from the date of entry 
into force of the Agreement, the provisions set out in the Annex to 
this Exchange of Letters shall be applied to Bulgaria's exports to the 
Federal Republic of Germany. The Community will give consideration to 
the question of extending the said provisions to Bulgaria's exports to 
other regions of the Community, and will notif.y Bulgaria without del~ 
of any measures adopted in this sphere • 
For the For the 
People's Republic of Bulgaria European Economic Community 
ANNEX TO THE EXCHANGE OF IET'IERS CONCERNING THE PROCEDURE FOR THE ISSUE 
OF EXPORT LICENCES 
1. The competent Bulgarian authorities~. at th8ir discretion, issue 
an advance notice of exportation conforming t .o the attached specimen for 
eaoh contract for the supp~ of products subject to quantitative 
limitation which are to be exported. The said authorities undertake: 
(i) to issue, before the shipment of products covered by an advance 
notice, an export licence/export licences oohforming to the 
specimen annexed to Protocol A to the Agreement, and to set off 
definitive~ the quantity of goods exported against the 
quantitative limit for the year in which exportation takes place; 
(ii) to ensure that the quantity exported -does not exceed that 
specified in the advance notice; 
(iii) where exportati~n of goods covered by an advance notice does not 
take place in the course of the year specified in the said notice, 
to inform the competent authorities in the Community of this fact. 
2. Where an advance not ice has been issued, the number of such not ice 
shal~ be indicated on each corresponding export licence. 
3. On presentation of an advance notice of expo~ation, the competent 
authorities in the Community shall issu~ an import authorization or 
document in accordance with the provisions of Protocol A, and shall set 
off the quantity in ques,ion against the corresponding quantitative 
limit. 
4• Where the total quantity of products exported, as indicated in the 
export lioence(s), is lower than that shown in the corresponding advance 
notice, or where goode covered by an advance notice have not been or will 
not be exported in the course of the year specified in that notice, the 
competent authorities in the Community are required to take account of 
such circumstances for the purpcse of calculating the imports to be set 








BXCHANGE OF LETTERS 
Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to the Agreement on Trade in Textile Products 
negotiated between the People's Republic of Bulgaria and the European 
Economic Community, nitialled on 9 April 1979· 
I would inform you that, pending completion of the procedures necessary 
for the conclusion and entry into force of the Agreement, the Government 
of the People's Republic of Bulgaria is prepared to accept that the 
provisions of the Agreement be applied de facto from 1 January 1979 if 
the Community is willing to do likewise. 
I have the honour to propose that this letter and the Community's reply 
thereto constitute an Agreement between-the Government of the People's 
Republic of :Bulgaria and the Community. 
To the Council of the 
European Economic Community 
, 
/ 
For the Government of the 
People's Republic of Bulgaria 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of tod~'s date, 
which reads as follows: 
"I have the honour to refer to the Agreement on Trade in Textile Products 
.negotiated between the People's Republic of Bulgaria and the European 
Economic Community, initialled on 9 April 1979• 
I 
I would inform you that, pending completion of the procedures necessary 
for the conclusion and entr,y into force of the Agreement,1he Government 
of the People's Republic of Bulgaria is prepared to accept that the 
provisions of t~e Agreement be applied de facto from 1 January 1979 if 
the Community is willing to do likewise. 
I have the honour to propose that this letter and the Community's reply 
thereto constitute an Agreement between the Government of the People's 
Republic of Bulgaria and the Community." 
I have the honour to inform the Government of the People's Republic of 
Bulgaria that the Community confirms its agreement with the foregoing 
and consequently regards this Excha~ge of Letters as constituting an 
Agreement between the European Economic Community and the People's 
Republic of Bulgaria. 
To the Government of the· 
People's Republic of Bulgaria 
For the Council of the 








Following the negotiations between the People's Republic of Bulgaria 
and the European Economic Community which ruive resulted in the 
initialling this ~ of an Agreement on trade in textile products, 
Bulgaria reserves th~ right to request that consultations be opened 
in accordance witp the provisions of the said Agreement to examine 
the possibility of revising the quantitative limits for categories 2a 
and 16 for the period following 1979• 
In accordance with the provisions of the Agreement, this question ~ 
be reviewed at Bulgaria's request with the aim of assessing the 
situation and determining by common accord whether the said limits ~ 
be revised, and if so, to what extent. 
I should be obliged if you would confirm the foregoing • 
M. Marinov 
Head of the Delegation of 
the People's Republic of Bulgaria 
for the negotiations on textiles 
with the Community • 
Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's date, 
which reads as follows: 
"Following the negotiations between the People's Republic of Bulgaria 
and the European Economic Community which have resulted in the 
initi~lling this ~ of an Agreement on trade in textile products, 
Bulgaria reserves the right to request that consultations be opened in 
accordance with the provisions of the said Agreement to examine the 
possibility of revising the quantitative limits for categories 2a and 16 
for the period following 1979• 
In accordance with the provisions of the Agreement, this question may 
be reviewed at Bulgaria's request with the aim of assessing the 
situation and determining by common accord whether the said limits ~ 
be revised, and if so, to what extent. 
I should be obliged if you would confirm the foregoing." 
I hereby confirm that the foregoing is in accordance with the conclusions 
reached in the course of the negotiations on this subject between the 
European Economic Community and the People's Republic of Bulgaria. 








EXCHANGE OF IET'IERS 
Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to the Agreement initialled on 9 April 1979 
between the European Economic Community and the People's Republic of 
Bulgaria on trade in textile products. 
In the oourse of the negOtiations for the said Agreement, the Community 
and the People's Republic of Bulgaria also agreed on the following 
provisions with regard to the importation of certain textile products 
into particular regions of the Community. 
During the lifetime of the textile Agreement referred to above the 
People's Republic of Bulgaria agrees, in respeot of the products listed 
in column 1 of the Annex to this exchange of letters, and the 
Member States listed in column 2, not to exoeed the levels specified by 
category and by regiol:l for the year 1979• An annual growth rate of 4% 
shall apply to the said levels • 
Importation into the Community of the products in question shall be 
subject to the double checking system defined in Protocol A to the 
bilateral Agreement. 
These voluntary restraint measures shall in other respects, notably as 
to carryover, carry fo~rd and flexibility, be administered in 
accordance with the Agreement. 
The entry into force and duration of the arrangements described above 
shall be identioal to those of the Agreement • 
- 2-
This exchange of letters shall be without prejudice to the rights of 
the Community and Bulgaria under the Agreement, and in particular 
Article 7 thereof, with regard to the other regions of the Community. 
I should be obliged if you would confirm that the foregoing is in 
accordance with the Agreement concluded between the European Economic 
Community and the People's Republic of Bulgaria on this matter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of ~ highest consideration. 
For the Council • 
• 
•  
Regional l.vela established by eomaon accord 
l. Categoriea 2. RegiollB 3. Quanti ties 
9 UK 40 t. 
13 UK 50 000 p. 
17 UK 12 000 p. 
18 Franoe 38 t. 
19 UK 100 000 p. 
~0 & 39 UK 40 t. 
22 UK 40 t. 
24 BJIL 16 000 p. 
•• 
32 UK 20 t • 
33 UK 40 t. 
37 UK 20 t. 
66 UK 20 t. 
An aauual growth rate of 4% is applied to these levels • 
• 
Sir, 
I have the ho•our to ackaowled«e receipt of your letter of today'a date, 
which reada aa follova: 
"I have the haour to refer to the !greeaent initialled on 9 April 1979 
between the Jaropean Ecoaoaic Co.munity and the People's Republic of 
Bulgaria on trade in textile producta. 
In the oeurae of aegotiationa tar the aaid !greeaeat, the Co..unity and 
the People'a Republic of Bulgaria alao agreed oa the following proviaions 
Vi th regard to the iaporiation of certain textile products into particular 
regi••• ef the C~it7. 
~~ng the litetiae of the textile !greeaent referred to above the People'• 
Republic of BRlgaria agreea, in reapeot of the products listed in column 1 
•• 
ot the !Dnex to thia exohaftgl of lettera, and the Xeabers States listed in 4a 
colUIIJl 2, not to exceed the levels apecified by category and by region for 
the 7ear 1979. h annual growth rate of lf1, shall apply to the said levels. 
Iaportation into the Co..unit7 of the products in question shall be subject 
to the double checking ~atea defiaad in Protocol A to the bilateral 
Agreeaent. 
Theae voluntary reatraint aeaaures shall in ether respects, notably as to 
carryover, carryforward and flexibility, be administered :.n accordance 
with the Agreement. 
The entJ7 into force and duration of the arrangeMnta deacribed above 




This exchBllge of letters shall be without prejudice to the rights of 
the Coaauni ty ud :Bulgaria under the Agreement, and in particular 
Article 7 thereof, with regard to the other regions of the Coaaanity. 
I should be obli~d if you would confil'll that the foregoing is in 
aocordaace with the Agreement concluded between the European Economic 
Co~t7 and the People's Republic of Bulgaria on this matter. 
Please acoept, Sir, the assurance of ury highest oonsideration." 
I have the hoaoar, Sir, to intora you that the People's Republic of 
Bulgaria oonti~ ita agre ... nt with the foregoing and consequently 
regards thia exchange of letters aaC!.oonati tuti:ag· an Agreement between 
the Eurepean lconoaic Co..unity and the People's Republic of Bulgaria. 
M. Ka.rinov 
Head of the Bulgarian Delegation 
for the negotiations on textiles 
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50000 p • 
12 000 p • 
30 t • 
100 ()()() ,p. 
40 t. 
40 t. · 
16 ·000 p. 
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ADEX II1 
INTERNATIOll.AL 'l'RADE IJr 'l'EXTILIS 
AtlRJi:I!JlDT :mrwEER THE EUROnAlr ECOJrO)(!C C<8Un'l'Y 
Aim 'l'JIE PmPI&'S DPUBLIC OP :BULGARIA 
C • QUOTA P • CEILIBG-BUTOIII B .. :BASD'f 
lThe descriptions of products in this docuaent are abbreviated: the fUll descriptions and Nimexe references 

















- •• • . . - --- -- .-. .... ~ - -- . - - - , ,~ . ~ •I -a - ..;....,. .......... - .... ..:... ~ -4 . -
- ·-- --~- --·· .... ". . ~-. ·- . . . . 
-
. . -· . . 
-
:..·- .. 
- -- . -- - - . . 
__ __ _ ... ... ... . 
. r -----·· .. . -... -- - ----- - --·· -- - --- - ·-- -- · ··- CROOPE a I --.. ........ -...... 
P.&.YS 1 BULGA:U 2 
............._, 
~---~ 
. . 1 ~tl 
-
ProQda Atne ~, .. IAIIlf ·~It Ctt • F I Ill ll lrl 
" 
. 
1. lila de o~t on, n.o.Y.4. c tonnes . 
. 
' . I . 
• Cotton Jam•• not far retail aale 19~ 0,5 X 120 ~ , 
. .. ' 19& 121 . -
.. . . 121 .. 
' 
-. ' -.. ~ ......... .... - . 198 . 
. . 
-
- . 1984 122 
. . 
. . 
2. 'l'hn.a de cotcm c tonnes 
, 
Cotton fabrics 197« 950 
198< 
0,5 X 955 
- 960 ... 
. . 198 
. . ~ 1984 964 
-
dont a au.trea qv. 'lcrua ou blanclUa 
-
. 
or vhich~other than grq ar bleached 197< 285 . , 
. . . 19& - 287 
..,-
: 198J 288 -
19& : 289 
. 
. • • 
). 'rialrU.I d.e fibl-ee •111th~tiq\le8 4ieoon- c tonnes 
- tiDau 
. 
197' 200 fabrics of d.iecontinnoua -.,nthetio 198< 
2,0 X 204 I 
f'ibrea 198 208 
' 198; 212 
: dOilt: autre a qu' 4crue ou blanchia 
. 
. of' which! other thaD grq or b1eaohecl 19?~ 100 ~ 
. 
. . 19& 102 
. \ . . -- . .. " . . .. .. 104 ' I ; .. - 1981 
1 19& 106 . 
' . ' -
• ~ .. 
' 
4. Cbe~isea, cbemiaettea, ~hirta et c 1.000 p. 
. i \ . soua-pulle d.e bonneterie . ~ 197c; 2,0 X 600 
' 
. Initted. shirt., aingleta, T-ehirta, 19~ 612 ~~ • avaat er-shi:-t a . 1981 624 
--
' 1982 637 ~ : . ~ . 
~-- . - - -_,--.-.-~ -:: L,...:-_ • - · -- -- . - .. - -- -- ~ . ~ - - . 
·- - . 
. 
... !'0 _ 
- -- --~-- ..... ....... --
__  -_-___ _ ,:.: ~ :::..- - -- - -~---- .. 
- -- --- --- --- -----
---·--- --~ -~ --·~-- -
--· -----
. . .. -· --~ -_------ -
·. 
frod.IUs .. l'ro.Uta 
. 
~- ChaDdail•, pull~Yer8 ••• 
-
1er•qa, pall~-.e:ra ••• 
.·_ .. - . 
. . _- ... 
J -
·' _ .. __ ._. 





6. Pan!alo&3 tieaea hommea et temmea et 
culottes hoaur.e• 
~' • and vol!le:n' • woven trouser• u4 
aen' • lhorh and. breechu 
. . ~- -~ .. ,-




. -.. · · .. ·- . 
. . 
. ... . : 
.. 7. Chemiliera tiaab et d.e bcnmeterie pour 
t'eaaea 
~ 
Yomen 'a vove.n and lcdtted. Dlouae• 
.. 
' · -· ·. : .. . . 





8. Chemieea tisaeea pour boiiiHI 








' .. . 
-
- · 





















~~~~-_,_.. ... _,;::_-: .. .. -.- . .._ 
.. . ...... .. . .. .. - .. _______ ., __ -- ----- --· -- .. 
. ·: .. , . 
Rig 1M lhlti • IWt CEI D F 
c 1.000 p 
. 




c 1..000 p 
3,0 X 290 299 
308 
. . 317 . . 
' 
c . 1.000 p 
. 





c 1.000 p 
2,0 X 2.150 '1. 2.193 
2.237 
2.282 
-· _; · 
. . -
. ~ .. . . 
, . 
· - I 
~ ~------ ·- - - - . 
OROOPl 1 I 
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9. !'iasus de coton, lin~ de toilette .t 
de cuiaille, t1P• fponp ' 
Cotton tovelling, toilet and kitcha 
linen or cotton tovelliDc 
10. Oa.nta de bonneterie impr'gnb Oil 
enduita 
IDitted £loves, coated 
11. Canterie· de bonneterie - autrea 
Iaitted £lona, other 
.._ .:· . 
12. Bu et ch.anaaettea de bonneterie, autrea 
que bu .,.nthet iques pour te11111111a 
~u. -': ed atocldnL"3 and aocka, other than 
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) F 1 
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OROOPK 1 n 




~-- - I I I I I I I I I J i 
1~. ~- · "·• 4• 'bonneterie pou:· houu .t 
- ~sr 
• . c a a.n4 VQIIlen's knitted underpanta, 
knickers and brieta 
C._..._ ___ -
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CROOPE 1 II 
PATS 1 BUWARIE 
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14J_Xanteaux tiaa4a, iaprlsn•• OQ eDdDita 
poul' hOIIJIU 
WOven aen'a coated coata 
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ElCCHANGE OF LE'I'l'ERS 
Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to the Agreement initialled on 9 April 1979 
between the Ehropean Economic Community and the People's Republic of 
fulgaria on Trade in Textile Products. 
In the course of the negotiations for the said Agreement the Community and 
the People's Republic of fulgaria also agreed, on the following provisions 
concerning trade in certain products of flax or ramie I 
During the life of the bilateral Agreement referred to above the People's 
Republic of fulgaria shall, for each calendar year, comply with the 
quantitative limits on exports to· the Community of products of flax or 
ramie, in accordance with the annexed Tables I and II (I - Description of 
products; II - Level of Bulgarian exports) • 
These voluntary restraint measures and the administration thereof shall be 
subject, by analogy, to the same conditions as those applying to exports of 
products falling within Groups III, IV or V covered by the Agreement between 
the Community and the People's Republic of Bulgaria on Trade in Textile 
Products. '!he same applies to the references in the said Annexes I and II 
made to Articles of the Agreement. 
The entry into force and duration of the arrangements provided for by the 
above clauses shall be the same as those of the Agreement. 
I should be obliged if you would confirm that the foregoing is in accordance 
with the conclusions reached following the negotiations on this question 
between the Ehropean Economic Community and the People's Republic of Bulgaria • 












File de lin ou de ramie, non oonditionnes 
pour la vente au detail 
Flax or ramie yarn, not put up for retail · 
sale 
Fils de lin ou de ramie, conditionnes 
pour la vente au detail 
Flax or ramie yarn, put up for retail sale 
Tissus de lin ou de ramie 
Wover.. fa'trics of f.lax or of ramie 
Linge de lit de lin ou de ramie, autres 
qu'en bonneterie 
Bed linen of fl~ or ramie, other than 
knitted or crocheted 
Linge de table, de toilette, d'offioe ou 
de cuisine, de lin ou de ramie, autres 
qu'en bonneterie 
Tab1e linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen 
of flax or ramie, other than knitted or 
crocheted 
Vitraees, rideaux et autres articles 
d'ameublement, de lin ou de ramie, autres 
qu'en bonneterie · 
Curtains (including net curtains) and 
oth~r furnishing articles, of flax or 
ramie, other than knitted or crocheted 
Ficelles, cordes et cordages, tresse-s ou 
non, de lin ou de ramie 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited 
or not, of flax.or ramie 


























TlbliiiJ des ~quhalenees 
Tabla of ~hal~• 
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D 1 1 c r t p t I o n 
Sacs et sachets d'emballage, usages, de 
lin ou de sisal, autres qu'en bonneterie 
Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the 
packing of goods, used, of flax, or sisal, 
other than Y~itted or crocheted 
Velours, peluches, tissue boucles et tissue 
de chenille, tissea, de lin ou de ramie, a 
l 'exception de ·ceux en rubanerie ; chalea, 
ech~rnes, foulards, cache-nez, oache-col, 
mant1 lles, voiles et voilettes et articles · 
si~:laires de lin ou de ramie, autres qu'en 
bonn et erie 
Wov en pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, 
of :lax or ramie, other than narrow woven 
fabr1cs ; shawls, scarves, mufflers, 
mar.tillas, veils and the like, of flax or 
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---~Ill . l'rocldl Arne ~gill lkllti • !kilt CEE D r I 6il lk . lrl ~ 
-115.Fila de lin ou de ramie~.c.v.d. : 
Flax or ramie ;rarne, not for retail sale - . 
- i 
. 11979 
' 158o B -. I 
1981 . • • 
~982 t . I 
-----
f- -i - · . 
-
116.Fils de lin pour vente detail 





117.Tissus de lin ou de ramie 
Flu or ramie fabrics 
I lr~ tonnes (1) 20 (2 40(2) 
•. 19 B 21 42 
(' 1981 22 43 
1982 23 45 
118. Linge de lit 
Bed linen 





119.Linge de table et de toilette 
I' !fable linen and toilet linen 
~979 (1) ,, ~980 B ~981 -
~982 . 
I 
_(1) L1m1tat1ons reg1onafes pour ( Ital1e et le loyaume-Uni 
'-'' (2) Y compris les categories 118 et 119 -
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Proc1Jtts A!ne Re;i.::tt lmlU • t:.1lt cu D f I llfl IJ( lrl • I . ' 
120.Rideaux et articles d'~eublement 
Curtaine and furnishings . 
~979 B ~980 
' I ~981 . ~982 
-
:-- --~- - . 
121.Fic~iles, cordes et cordages 
String and cordage 
-
1979 B 11980 
. 1981 -
11982 
122,Sacs de lin ou de sisal 
. 
· Saclce ot nax or sisal . . 
1979 






---I 123. Aut res articles en lin 
- i Other tlax articles I 1979 
B I 1980 1981 
I 1982 -
I 
-- -·--- -- ~-- - --
C, .... -~ 
" 
• 
·\ 
• 
